BATTING CAGE INSTRUCTIONS 2017
Batting Cages use will be on the HONOUR SYSTEM.
Coaches will have full access to the calendar with the ability to add team events.
House League Coaches will need to make any requests for cage time to: kevin.ryder@hhmba.ca
Please check the calendar prior to booking events so there is no overlap or duplication.
Events should not be entered more than 3 weeks in advance and will be deleted.
In the Event a TEAM has to cancels a date, the calendar event must be deleted from the website,
opening up the oppertunity to other teams.
Teams will be held responsible for the condition of the shed. If you leave the shed a mess continually,
you may loose your privilidges.
NOTE: If you encounter any issues with the Shed, Please Email: cory.latimer@hhmba.ca, if you don't
report a problem, Your Team may be reported as the problem.
NOTE: Senior Teams Playing on FG1 will automatically have the cages booked prior to the game start
time, the league will enter these events.
NOTE: When using the pitching machine, Do NOT over turn the knobs that control speed, if they stop
Clicking! Stop Turning! Speed Chart is listed on the machine for your convenience. When testing the
machine, use an un-worn ball for consistent results rather than continually adjusting speeds.
To Enter a Batting Cage Event:
1 - Login to the HHMBA webpage with your Email and Password
2 - SELECT: BATTING CAGE CALENDAR
3 - SELECT: CALENDAR
4 - SELECT: ADD TEAM EVENT
5 - Under EVENT TYPE, SELECT: BATTING CAGE
6 - Under NAME: Enter YOUR TEAM NAME (ie: Bantam T1)
7 - SELECT: START & END TIMES
8 - Under LOCATION, SELECT: Fairgrounds Diamond 1
9 - REMOVE CHECK MARK FROM: Track Attendance for this event
10 - REMOVE CHECK MARK FROM: Send an email.
11 - Save

